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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTEON 
The current internet service model is based on best-effort delivery model. This 
means the internet does not provide guarantees of any form, but will do its best to deliver 
data. In practical networking terms, IP is a best effort system because it makes a sincere 
attempt to forward all data grams. However, if the network becomes congested or routes 
change, data grams can be lost, delayed, or delivered out of order. 
Todays, internet multimedia applications have very diverse requirements on the 
network service. In transferring data, loss is more critical than delay. For example, when 
we send or receive text email, we cannot afford to lose bits as this will result in loss of 
characters or numbers. However, delay experienced in receiving the text email is 
tolerable. On the other hand, in transfening an audio-visual scene, the overall delay of the 
scene is more critical than Iosing some packets. The human brain has an ability to filter 
noise and reconstruct missing information, that is, even if we lose some packets, 
perception and understanding will not suffer proportionally. If audio packets are lost 
during a newscast streaming, no sound comes out from the newscaster or the sound may 
be garbled. In an audio-visual transmission, synchronization between audio and video is 
also critically important. For example, lip movements must be synchronized with the 
sound caused by the lip movements. In the best-effort delivery model, a]? packets receive 
the same quality of service, and there is therefore no guarantee that the audio or video 
packets will be delivered at the time these packets are needed. 
Thus the current best-effort model is inadequate. It is economically unrealistic to 
overcome the inadequacies ofthe internet by increasing the current overall bandwidth 
and replacing the entire existing internet infrastructure with the higher bandwidth fiber- 
optic cable. Therefore, given the current internet model, the demand of network services 
to support Quality of serviceE (QoS) is a key solution to overcome the best-effort 
infrastructure limited capabilities. The idea is to let the network provide a different level 
of assurance in terms of network QoS parameters within its resource capacity [ 151. 
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed two models, which are 
Integrated Services (IntServ) [17] with the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [4] 
and the Differentiated Services (Di ffServ) [2]. 
IntServ has some problems in term of scalability and manageability [16]. The 
Di ffServ model provides a simpler approach, which handles well the scalability and 
manageability psobIems for the core routers [ 13). We therefore use the DifBerv model in 
this research. The basic foundations of IntServ and DiffServ ate briefly explained in 
Chapter 11. 
This DiffServ network model can be used to optimize the users' experiences of 
multimedia scenes. The concept of 'media objects' as specified in MPEG-4 [83 or 
'regions of interests' (ROI) as specified in JPEG-2000 [9] is used to optimize the users' 
experiences of multimedia transmitted over DiffServ networks. In this research, we will 
focus on MPEG-4, which is a multimedia compression algorithm developed by MPEG 
(Motion Picture Expert Group). 
I Quality of Service ((20s) is a measure of transmission rates, error rates, deIay, loss, and other 
characteristics that can be delivered by the network. QoS generally involves prioritization of network 
traffic. The goal of QoS is to provide guarantees on the ability oEa network to deliver predictable resuIts. 
MPEG-4 audio-visual scene are composed of several media objects, organized in 
a hierarchical fashion. At the leaves of the hierarchy, we find primitive objects, such as 
still images, video objects, audio objects, etc. MPEG-4 also allows both natural and 
synthetic video to be coded and provides content-based access to individua1 objects in a 
scene [8]. 
However, although the MPEG-4 standards specify interaction with the objects, the 
MPEG-4 products currently available do not permit user's prioritization of objects. This 
is because objects of different priorities have to be segmented and video object 
segmentation is a very difficult problem. We therefore envisage the prioritization of 
MPEG-4 objects by user as applying to the hhre MPEG-4 player. 
As mentioned before, DifBew is currently in the proposal stage before the IETF. 
DiffServ is therefore not implemented on the existing internet yet. So, this research is 
directed at communication and video systems for which standards have been proposed 
but not yet implemented. This research is a first step in defining the transmission of 
MPEG-4 video over DiffServ for the ultimate benefit of the users. 
Objectives of the Study 
The prioritization of the MPEG-4 objects is theoretically possible. We can 
categorize the importance of the object based on the end-user's experience and 
differentiate the service for each object in the DiffSen, network. 
However, DiffSesv is not envisioned as a free service. The user has to provide a 
budget for the entire video and the budget is per unit period of time (e.g. per minute) or 
size (e-g. per kilobytes). The budget per unit period of time or size may be a varying 
function of time. 
Each Di ffServ level will carry a different cost and different QoS parameters, such 
as average packet delays and losses. We assume that the network wi1I provide the average 
packet delays and losses for each DifBerv levd. Ideally, all the objects will be 
transmitted at the highest QoS, i.e., DiffServ level 1. However, this is not feasible at all 
times unless the user has a large budget. 
Hence, there are constrains to be considered when assigning packets to the 
appropriate level of DiffServ network. Factors to be considered include: 
the totaI budget, which is the money the user wants to spend to use the DiffServ in 
a certain period of time or for the duration of a video transmission, 
the price of each level of DiffSen, (e-g. level I DiffSew wiIl cost more than level 
3 Di!X3ew), 
0 the average packet delays and losses of each level of DiffServ . Each IeveI has a 
certain range of packet delays and losses (e.g. since level 1 DiMServ costs more 
than level 3 Dimerv, level 1 DEffServ will have smaller packet delay and less 
loss than level 3 DifBerv). 
The average user is not concerned with technical parameters such as packet delays 
or losses. It is unrealistic to ask the average non-technical user to specify the importance 
of packets and expect h i d e r  to supply the optimum number of packets to be transmitted 
in each DiffServ level within the available budget. However, the user can be expected to 
provide an indication of the relative importance of the different objects presented in a 
multimedia scene. For example, in a news scene, the audio object and the newscaster 
object will have high priority whereas the background object wilI have a lower priority 
from n uses's perspective. 
Therefore, given the average packet delays and losses for each level of  DiffSew 
and the price of each level of DiffServ, a mechanism is needed to optimally and 
efficiently map and distribute all the incoming packets to the DiffSew network with 
respect of total budget to spend and a tolerable range of packet delays and losses per 
kilobyte for a particular MPEG-4 scene. 
In figure 1 ,  the user specifies his/ her objects preferences (or relative importance 
of objects) at the client machine. These preferences are mapped to weighted QoS 
parameters (delay and loss}. At the server, labeled packets are assigned based on their 
QoS weightings to the appropriate DiffSew level given budgetary constraints. The 
MPEG-4 scene is transmitted to the client machine using the differentiated service of the 
Di!Berv network. 
1 Vser preteraes mapped to Relative Pri mity Index 1 (RPI) defined in term of Loss and Way Prefwences I 
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Figure I .  Overall QoS Mapping General Framework in DiffSew Network 
Before this mechanism can be built, the first thing to do i s  to know the priority of 
each primitive object defined in MPEG-4. Assigning priorities of audio-visual scenes is 
described in detail in Chapter 111. 
After successfu~ly assigning priority to each object, we come up with the efficient 
and adaptive QoS mapping mechanism from the given information, i.e., the priority of 
the objects, average loss and delay of each DiffServ level, price of each DiffServ level, 
and the total budget. 
Assumptions 
In this study, we assume that the total incoming MPEG-4 packets that want to be 
mapped to DiffServ levels are- given and have already decoded. Hence, we do not need to 
decode each streaming incoming MPEG-4 packets. These incoming packets will be 
measured in kilobytes. 
DiffSen, is assumed to have only three levels, which are level 1 ,2  and 3. Level E 
is always mare expensive than Ievel2; level 2 is always more expensive than level 3,  but 
Ievel 1 always provides a better QoS than Ievel 2, in terms of packet delays and losses; 
level 2 is always better than level 3, in terms of QoS parameters. 
It is important to note that there is no direct relationship between the price of each 
DifBerv level with the packet delays and losses of each DiffServ level. 
DiffSew is also assumed running in the router. So, DiffServ is only an algorithm 
and/ or mechanism to differentiate the given services by level, inside the router. Each 
level is given the average packet delays and losses. 
Scope and Limitation 
Rather than employing real MPEG-4 video over DiffServ, this study develops a 
simulation of the mapping mechanism where total incoming packets are mapped to the 
DiffServ levels. This is because currently MPEG-4 is still in the conceptual phase, and 
real MPEG-4 video data is very rare. Moreover, currentIy existing MPEG-4 
implementation do not permit object specification and prioritization. Similarly, DiffServ 
network standards are still being developed. Hence, for this study purpose, we will use 
artificial data for the incoming MPEG-4 packets. 
Scenes in a video change rapidly. This requires continuous input fkom the user on 
user's preferences. Similarly, if there are multiple JPEG-2000 images to be transmitted, 
multiple user specification of R01 is required. This problem is not discussed in this 
thesis. 
Also, in this research we are not concerned with the mechanisms of assigning 
user-defined priorities to individual MPEG-4 objects. 
CHAPTER I1 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Integrated Service 
The Integrated Services (IntServ) focuses on individual packets [ I  71. Each packet 
can request a specific level of service from the router; the router will grant or reject the 
requests based on availability and capacity of resources. 
There are thee major components of the IntServ architecture [3 1. They are packet 
scheduler, which manages the forwarding of different packet streams using a set of 
queues and perhaps other mechanisms like timers; packet classifier, which map the 
incoming packets to some cIass, the choice of the class may based upon the content of the 
existing packet header; md admission control, which impIements the decision algorithm 
that a router or host uses to determine whether a new packet can be granted the requested 
QoS without impacting earlier guarantees. 
The IntSm approach seems to have a solid foundation to support the QoS. 
However, as mentioned before, there are some problems in the scalability and 
IntServ requires router to maintain state information of each packet. From 
an implementation point of view, maintaining and processing large number of large-sized 
packets with millions of simultaneous incoming packets, are very difficult. 
Differentiated Service 
In the DiffServ model, resources are allocated differently for various aggregated 
traffic flows2 based on a set of bits. The basic idea is to support a set of traffic class, e.g.: 
a premium service (PS), which expects the virtual leased line service to support low loss 
and delay1 jitter and an assured service (AS), which provides better than best-effort but 
without guarantee [ 131. 
Differentiated services are intended to provide a framework and building blocks 
to enable deployment of scalable service discrimination in the internet. This architecture 
contains two main components [23. One is the fonvarding path; the other is background 
policy and allocation component that configures parameters used in the forwarding path. 
The forwarding path behavior includes the differential treatment an individual 
packet receives, as implemented by queue service and/ or queue management disciplines. 
Background policy is performed by traffic conditioners at network boundaries, including 
the edges of the network and administrative boundaries. These traffic conditioners may 
include the primitives of marking, metering, policing and shaping. 
Then, services are realized by the use of particular packet classification and traffic 
conditioning mechanisms at boundaries coupled with the concatenation of per-hop 
behaviors along the transit path of the traffic [13]. 
me DiffServ architecture is based on a simple model where traffic entering a 
network is classified and conditioned at the boundaries of the network, and assigned to 
A flow is stseam of packets with common source address, destination address and poort number. Based on 
this definition, the flow will be assumed as a group of packets that form a single MPEG-4 object. 
Therefore, we will use the term of flow (instead of packet) throughout the paper. 
different behavior aggregates [2]. Hence, it is possible to separate the behavior of flows 
by their priorities to obtain different network services. 
MPEG-4 was originalIy intended for very high compression coding of audio- 
visual information at very low bit-rates of 64 kbiv's or under. However in July 1994, its 
scope was expanded to include coding of scenes as a collection of individual audio-visual 
objects and enabling a range of advanced functionalities not supported by other 
standards. On of the key functionalities supported by MPEG-4 is robustness in error 
prone environment [14]. 
So, the mission, focus and scope of MPEG-4 were redefined. According to 
ISOlIEC standard developed by Moving Picture Expert Group (83, MPEG-4 now 
provides standardized ways to: 
m represent units of aural, visual or audio-visual content, called "media objects". 
These media objects can be of natural or synthetic origin; this means they could 
be recorded with a camera or microphone, or generated with a computer; 
describe the composition of these objects to create compound media objects that 
form audio-visual scenes; 
a multiplex and synchronize the data associated with media objects, so that they can 
be transported over network channel providing a QoS appropriate for the nature of 
the specific media objects; and 
interact with the audio-visual scene generated at the receives's end. 
Hence, the nature of each MPEG-4 audio-visual scene is the composition of 
individual media object. Therefore the manipulation of these objects, such as giving a 
priority to particular object based on end-user's perception, is  theoretically possible. 
JPEG-2000 is an image compression algorithm developed by JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Experts Group). In this research, we are interested in the concept of ROI as 
specified in PEG-2000, which is used for image optimization. 
ROI (Regions Of Interest) coding [9] is one of the innovative functienalities 
supported by JPEG 2000, the ISO/lTU-T still image coding standard. It enables a non- 
uniform distribution of the image quality between a selected region (the ROI) and the rest 
of the image {background). An ROI is a region of the image that is expected to have a 
better quality than the rest at any decoding bit-rate. In other words, this implies a non- 
uniform distribution of the quality inside the image. 
The similarity definitions of 'regions of interest' and 'media objects' make the 
prioritization of the ROZ in JPEG-2000 using the mapping mechanism is hypothetically 
possible. 
Mapping Mechanism 
Shin, et. al. [16] have proposed the QoS mapping framework for video flows in 
DiffServ network, where service differentiation is expressed in t m s  of Ioss-rate and 
delay associated with forwarding queues. Each video flow of a user application has to be 
classified in the loss-rate and delay preference and each packet is associated with RPI 
(relative priority index) composed of two normalized indexes, RLI and RDI. 
These RPI is associated packets are categorized into immediate DiffSew 
categories in fine-grained manner, albeit independent of underlyng network if required. 
Then, pre-marked RPI categorized packets are conveyed into the DiffServ-aware node for 
QoS mapping, which can be located at the end-system itself. Thus, given a video 
application and the responding DiffServ network, their QoS mapping is accomplished by 
mapping the relative prioritized packets to maximize end-to-end video quality under a 
given cost contraint. Then, at the DifFSer~ boundary node, the packets are classified, 
conditioned and re-marked to certain network DiffServ levels by considering the trafic 
profile based on the current network status [ I  61. 
Although the result clearly gives the advantage of the proposed QoS mapping 
mechanism, we are aware that there are a couple of issues shouId be elaborated, is.: RDI 
association shodd be extended to include more characteristics within a video stream and 
in order to get a persistent QoS mapping, better end-system adjustment with feedback is 
needed. 
~lternativel y, the mapping of QoS is mapped onto the qualities of resources 
depends on the nature of the service itself. For example, assuming that a service consists 
of a linear configuration of resources, then the total delay of the composed service is the 
sum of the delays of its resources [ I  21. 
QoS can be modeled using sets of parametric functions, i.e.: linear, linear- 
exponential, exponential, or reciprocal linear exponential. It is reported in [ 1 21. Very little 
research has been reported on the modeling of QoS parameters from a user's perspective. 
In other words, modeling of QoS parameters in term of user's perception is still not we11 
understood. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF MAPPING ARCHITECTURE 
AS mentioned before, the user can be expected to provide some form of an 
indicator of the relative importance of the different objects presented in a multimedia 
scene. The user-prioritized objects are assigned to appropriate DiffServ levels in two 
mapping phases: 
the first mapping phase assigns weights to QoS parameters based on user's 
preferences. In this phase, flows associated with an object are labeled with a 
relative weighting for each QoS parameter. The weighting is an indication of the 
importance of the indicated QoS parameter. For example, delay is more critical 
for flows with a relative delay weighting of 10 than for the ones with a relative 
delay weighting of 5. 
the second mapping phase assigns labeled flows based on their QoS weightings to 
the appropriate DiffSew level given the budgetary constraints. 
Therefore, we envisage the architecture of future MPEG-4 pIayer for DiffServ 
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Figure 2. General Mapping Mechanism Framework 
Prioritization of Audio-visual Objects 
The proposed method of the first phase of developing QoS mapping mechanism is 
to assign relative priorities to a service in the DiffServ architecture such that the end-ta- 
end video quality is maximized under the available bandwidth. The maximization is 
mainly measured by the user's experience of the multimedia. 
Very little work has been reported on the impact of varying QoS on user 
perception of multimedia. Apteker, et. a]. [ 1 ] showed that the reIationship between frame 
lass and user satisfaction with multimedia is not a linear relationship. Ghinea and Thomas 
extended this work by examining the effect of varying QoS on user's perception of 
multimedia [6J. User's ~erception is not only a measure of user's satisfaction with the 
multimedia presentation, but also includes the user's absorption and assimilation of the 
information present in the multimedia presentation [ 6 ] .  Moreover, Ghinea and Thomas 
have proposed a mechanism for approximating a user's perception of multimedia [7]. 
They called the term 'Quality of Perception" (QoP) and have proposed a mapping from 
user QoP to network QoS. In their approach, the authors define the user's experience of a 
multimedia as dependent on the primacy of video, audio and text as the carriers of 
information. Table I shows the relative importance of QoS parameters for each media 
[ I  81. For example, the table shows that bit error rate is of low importance to video 
whereas delay is of medium importance, indicating that bit error rate are more tolerable 
than delay in video transmission. 
TABLE I 
CONVERSION MATRIX LINKING QoP to QoS 






























In this thesis project, we consider only delay (DEL) and loss (LOSS) priority 
index of the QoS. 
The mathematical representation of QoP to QoS mapping is defined as follows: 
QOPIT z 1 [ ( V m .  DEI- + A a 4 .  DEL + T ~ T  DEL) * DEL-t ( V a ~ t .  LOSS + A a;r. Loss + Tar. LO=) * LOSS] 
V-t-A+T 
where: 
QoP~T is Quality of Perception of Information Transfer 
V, A and T are reIative importance of the video, audio and textual components as 
conveyors of information 
DEL and LOSS are actual run-time values of the considered network parameters. 
a v ,  DEL . . . ar. LOSS are relative priority values of QoP to QoS mapping. They 
correspond to the elements of Table I. For instance, air. DEL = medium while 
aT. LOSS = high 
The formula above was originally taken from Ghinea and Thomas [7]. However, 
since we deal with multiple objects in a video scene and we are only concern about delay 
and loss priority index, a slight modification of the original formula will take place. 
Each video frame will have a number of video objects. So, the QoP of video 
objects can be captured with this representation: 
Q0pv.1~ 
1 
[ ( V I ~ ~ , . ~ E L  -I- V : ~ ~ - . D E I -  ++..+ K M Y ~ . D E L )  * DEL 
Yl+V,+.. .+V, 
+ [Viav.  Loss + Vzav .  LOSS + -. - + V N ~ .  LOSS)* LOSS] 
Therefore, by merging two formulas above, we obtain the relative priority of the 
different video objects, audio and text in term of delay and loss: 
QoB 2 T [(VI~W. DEL+ Vzm. DEL+. - .+ Y,m. DEL+ Am. DEL+ Tm. DEI) * DEL 
VI+V~+. - .+VN+A+T 
(3.1) 
+(Viav.tusst V2m. LOS.Y++ . .+ Vvm. LOSS+ A&. ~oss+Tm. LO$" LOSJ 
where: 
QoPm is Quality of Perception of Information Transfer 
VI , .. Vn are relative importance of video object 1 to video object N 
A and T are relative importance of the audio and textual components as conveyors 
of information 
DEL and LOSS are actual run-time values of the considered network parameters. 
CYV. DEL . . . ar .  LOSS are relative priority values of QoP to QoS mapping. They 
correspond to the elements of table I. For instance, av. DEL = medium while 
m.toss =high 
We obtain the relative loss priority and delay priority values from the formula 
above. The second phase maps flows to one or more different DiffSew levels, while 
satisfying constraints, such as total budget. 
Consider the following example: there are 5 objects VI,  V2, V3, A, and T in a 
MPEG-4 scene (3 video objects, 1 audio object and 1 text object). Users prioritize the 
objects of this particular MPEG-4 scene as fo1lows: 
TABLE I1 
MPEG-4 OBJECTS AND THEIR PRIORITIES EXAMPLE 
The weightings associated with object indicate the relative delay priority index 
and the relative delay index of each object from a user perspective. For example, from a 
user's point of view, for the particular video scene, the delay weighting of object Vr 
(611 0) is greater than for object Vz (411 0). In other words, user's perception benefits by 















Given user's preference for individual objects in a scene. the relative loss priority 
and delay priority values can thus be derived from the formula above. We now describe 
an efficient way to map each flow to different DiffSew levels. 
Mapping Priorities to DiffServ Levels 
The objective of mapping each flow to a DiffServ level while satisfying the 
budgetary constraints is to maximize QoS. Maximum QoS is obtained when loss and 
delay are minimized, This can be represented as: 
H h' 
max QoS = min( / (x  R L I R  * l l l n i ,  RDI. dim))) 
1=I 1=1 
where: 
RLI, and RDI, are relative loss priority and relative delay priority for packet q 
l i ~ , l a n d d i ~ ~ a ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ a n d d ~ l a y a t t h e D i f f S e ~ l e ~ e l i f ~ r p a c k e t q  
Practically, the value of li(q) and dicq, can be determined by calculating the average 
of the loss and delay at each level of DiffSew after several runs or simulations. And also, 
the price or the cost of each different level of DiffServ involved when computing the 
average loss and delay at all level of DiffServ. The price constraint can be demonstrated 
as: 
where: 
Pi(,, is the price of DiffServ level i for packet q 
P is the total price or budget of the user 
Since the function f has not been defined, it is part of this thesis project to find the 
optimum hnction and demonstrate it using the computer language (such as C). 
Adaptable Mapping Architecture 
As we know the essence of the modem network service is adaptation capability. 
Hence, it is reasonable to expect that the prices of the DiffSew level will not remain 
constant for the duration of the video transmission. For instance, the prices of all level of 
DiffSm will be higher at peak times than off-peak times. 
The audio-visual scene over DiffServ environment is therefore highly dynamic, 
due to the huge number of flows being transmitted and the varying price aver time. 
Moreover, as video scenes change rapidly, the mapping cannot be considered as a one-off 
computation; instead the mapping is continuous process for the duration of the video 
transmission. Therefore rather than finding an optimum, but computationally expensive 
solution to this non-linear optimization problem, this work focuses on finding a fast 
heuristic approach that provides a solution that is close to the optimum. 
We are aware that there are many approaches to solve this particular optimization 
problem. However our aim is to find a solution using the heuristic approach rather than 
mathematical or other approaches, because the heuristic approach in most cases has better 
asymptotic complexity in solving the problem. 
Finally, we will develop a wotking simulation program that will demonstrate and 
validate the idea of the user-oriented mapping mechanism in the DiffServ networks. 
CHAPTER IV 
QoS MAPPING FRAMEWORK JN DIFFSERV NETWORK 
Loss and Delay Representations 
QoS parameters shouId be modeled from a user's perspective. The representation 
of quality of service parameters as linear, linear-exponential, and other functions is 
reported in [ 1 21. 
We model Toss as a linear function. Loss is a summation function on the loss 
incurred at the different DiffSm levels (figure 3). The assumption here is that the impact 
of loss on the user is proportional. Therefore, the simplest formula would be: 
where: 
Li is the score function for loss model level i 
* i is DiffServ level i 
a Fi are total flows sizes that will be transmitted through DiffSm level i in 
kilobytes 
a Ii is the average loss in DiffServ level i 
Since loss is additive and is based on the number of flows sizes transmitted 
through DiffServ, so we sum all the flow losses of each DiffServ level to get the score for 
loss. The score is a measure of the total lass. Therefore, from (4.1 ), given that N is the 
maximum level in DiffServ (including all sublevels) and Ls is the score function for 
overall loss model, we represent the loss model initially as follows: 
The user's preferences for loss can be adjusted using the weighting value, the RLI 
(relative loss importance). The RLI value is calculated based on the table I and the 
dative importance of the objects given by the end-user. Hence, the final definition of 
Ioss is as follows: 
where: 
Ls is the score function for overall loss model 
iisDiffServleve1 i 
* N is the maximum level in DiffServ, including all sublevels 
* Fi are total flows sizes that will be transmitted through DiffServ levd i in 
kilobytes 
li is the average loss in DiffServ level! i 
RLI is the relative loss priority index 
The empirical value of RLI is I 1 RLI L 25, where the smaller the RLI value, the 
less important the delay, vice versa. 
A graph of loss model is shown below: 
Loss Model Graph 
o ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ Q o ~ N ~ ~ o w  
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Flows Sizes (in kilobytes) 
[+herage Loss in Level 1 + Average Loss in Level 2 1 
[ Average Loss in Level 3 -c Total Loss in All Levels - 
Figure 3. Loss Model Graph 
Delay is modeled as a polynomial function. The impact of a smaIl number of 
delayed flows on the user is negligible, as the human eye will not perceive the dday. 
However the effect of a large number of flow delays will be discernible to the user 
resulting in an unsatisfactory multimedia experience to the user. As flows sizes grow, the 
delay become more important. So the simplest function for the delay model would be: 
where: 
m Di is the score function for the delay model Ievel i 
M is the number of main level of DiffSew 
Fi are total flows sizes that will be transmitted through DiffServ level i in 
kilobytes 
Using the number of levels in DiffServ as the exponent gives the same growth 
rate at each level of DiffServ with different base number. Thus, this will give the "range" 
effect to the graph for different level of DiffServ (figure 4). 
It's worth noting that there i s  minor scalability problem with this model. That is, 
the model cannot accommodate Iarge number of DiffServ levels. One way to approach 
the scalability issue is to say that there are 3 main levels of DiffServ with 5 sublevels of 
each main level of DiffServ. 
To avoid a combinatoriaf explosion, since we do not have the maximum number 
of flows sizes, we need to scale down the sizes of the flows proportionally. Practically, 
we can divide the flows sizes in the particular leveI with the maximum sizes that can be 
transmitted through that Ievel. Hence, from (4.3) and given that N is maximum level of 
DiffServ (including all sublevels), the updated function would look Iike this: 
Because each level has different configuration of average delay value, we need 
include this effect in to our delay score function. The average delay value would affect 
the overall flows sizes transmitted through the particuIar level. So, from (4.4), given di is 
the average delay in DiffSen, level i and db is the average delay in DiffServ level 1, we 
formulate the hnction as follows: 
Another thing worth mentioning is the average delay value has to be 
proportionally scaled, because the nature of unit we use to represent the average delay i s  
quite large, that is in milliseconds. If we do not scale down the average delay value, not 
only we might end up an infinitesimally small delay score, which makes the score harder 
to analyze, but we are also going to lose the purpose of scaling down the flows sizes 
mentioned earIier. 
Since we are interested in the overaft delay score information for the whole 
DiffServ level, from 14-51, we average the total of delay score of each level. 
The average calculation is better than the summation for this particular delay 
model, because when we sum the delay score of each IeveI of Dif fSm,  the delay score of 
the worst level will far outweigh the delay score of the better level. In other words, the 
calculation will be mainly based an the worst Ievel delay score. 
The delay score is weighted based on the end-user experience, using the RDI 
value. The RDI value is calculated based on table I and the relative importance of the 
objects given by the end-user. 
where: 
Ds is the score function for the overall deIay model 
i is DiffServ level i 
N i s  maximum level of DiffServ, including all sublevels 
M is the number of main level of DiffServ 
Fi are total flows sizes that will be transmitted through DiffSen, level i in 
kilobytes 
di is the average delay in DiffServ level i 
db is the average delay in DiffSen, level 1 
RDI is the relative delay priority index 
After running several tests, for this particular delay score hnction, we conclude 
empirically that the range of RDI value is 1 2 RDI L 88, where the smaller the RDI value, 
the less important the delay, and vice versa. 
Delay Model Graph 
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Figure 4. Delay Model Graph 
The delay at each DiffServ level is represented as such (figure 4). The average or 
expected value models the overall effect of delay. Research is requited to identify the 
relationship beween QoS parameters such as loss/ delay and user's perception. Only then 
can communications systems and protocols be designed from a user's perspective. 
The maximum QoS is therefore a sum of the Ioss and delay scores. In other 
words, the maximizing QoS will be obtained by minimizing the sum of the delay and the 
loss scores. For the particular totaI budget, we want to get the combination that has the 
lowest score. The lower the score, the better the QoS. 
max QoS = min(Lx + Ds) 
subject to: 
where: 
P is total budget of the user 
F is total flows sizes to be transmitted in kilobytes 
Fi are total flows sizes that will be transmitted through DiffServ level i in 
kilobytes 
m PiarethepricesoftheDifBervleveIi 
N is the maximum level in DifBerv 
* P, F, Fi, Pi and N are element of integer 
One heuristic implementation to solve this minimization problem is to use a 
binary search algorithm. 
Mapping Mechanism Algorithm 
Mapping a flow to one or more DiffServ level consists of two steps: 
a Irrespective of the number of packets, consider all packets as belonging to the 
same flow and determine the DiffSen, distribution that will yield the minimum 
score and satisfy the budget. The output of this step will indicate how many 
packets can be accommodated at each DiffSen, level. 
Given the number af flows that can be accammodated in each Diffjerv level. rb;. 
next step is to map the distribute flows among the DiffServ levels based on d ~ c  
relative priority index. 
We use binary search to reduce the search space for finding the optimum 
combination that will yield the minimum score (maximum QoS) and satisfy the budgcr 
(first step above). The algorithm does not distinguish between flows. The algorithm i> 
briefly outlined below and consists of two stages. 
Stage I 
The algorithm begins by assigning all flows ta the highest DiffServ level that rlw 
budget permits. If this assignment results in an under-budget assignment, half of the 
flows are assigned to the next higher DiffSew level. If this combination is over-budget. 
half of the flows in the higher DiffServ level are put back into the lower level. I f  the nc::, 
distribution is still under-budget, half of the remaining flows in the lower level are 
assigned to the higher level. This procedure i s  repeated until a two-level DiffSem 
combination that utilizes the maximum allowable budget is found. 
All Rw will be 
bansmtted 




Assign all flows to the 
h ighmt D i f t b  level that 
the budget pamih I 
Find 2-levei 
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R m s  to the next 
h i g k  level 
Figure 5 .  Mapping Mechanism Flowchart Stage 1 
Stage IT 
In the second stage of the algorithm, the flows are distributed across three levels. 
Half of the flows in the middle level are transferred to the next higher DiffServ level and 
the other half to the next lower DiffServ level. If the result of this assignment is over 
budget, then half of the flows in the highest level are assigned into the lowest level. This 
process is repeated until the mechanism finds an under-budget combination. Next, the 
number of flows in the highest DiffSew level is not modified, instead the algorithm now 
adjusts flows sizes in the middle DiffServ level and the lower DiffServ level. Binary 
search is once again employed to modify the flows sizes in the middle DiffServ level and 
the lower DiffServ level. When this three-level utilization reaches the maximum budget 
allowed, the process stops. This optimum combination will be kept in the buffer for 
future comparison. 
The algorithm proceeds to consider the most recent under-budget or over-budget 
combination. If the current combination is under-budget, the flows sizes in the highest 
level of the current combination are increased by the flows sizes of half of the flows of 
the most recent highest level under-budget combination. Alternatively, if the current 
combination is over-budget, decrease the flows sizes in the highest level by half of the 
flows at the most recent highest level over-budget combination. The process is repeated 
until the maximum utilization of the budget. 
/ 
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Figure 6 .  Mapping Mechanism Flowchart Stage 2 
The underlying objective of this algorithm is to transmit as much of the flow 
through the higher DiffSesv levels. The outline algorithm is illustrated in figure 7. The 
best combination i s  the one that gives the minimum score and this is defined to be the 
DifBerv distribution for the given budget. 
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. . *. 
\ 
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fromLevd2to L&J 
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Figure 7. Complete Mapping Mechanism 11 lustration 
Complexity Analysis 
The complexity of this algorithm is O(lg n), where n is the total flow size. The 
running time to evaIuate the best combination is mainly based on this algorithm, so the 
complexity to produce the best combination is O(lg n). Since 0-notation describes an 
upper bound, when we use it to bound the worst-case running time of an algorithm, by 
implication we also bound the running time of this particular algorithm on arbitrary 
inputs as well. Thus O(lg n) bound on worst-case running time of this binary search 
algorithm applies to i ts  running time on every input. Although the optimum combination 
may not be found, this algorithm results in fast computation time which is essential for 
assigning Dimm levels at the server as multimedia presentations contain large numbers 
of flows [SJ. This approach thus provides a practical solution to the 'MPEG-4 - DiffServ' 
mapping problem. 
Distribution to DiffServ Levels 
Based on the priorities of the different objects in the scene, and given the best 
combination derived from the optimization algorithm, another algorithm was developed 
to distribute the flows to the different DiffServ levels. The algorithm for distribution is 
defined as follows: 
lastlevel: the last (or lowest) D i f f S e m  level 
lastobject: the last object defined in the particular scene 
buffer(i, o, x ) :  a function which add the x number of flows of object o 
to DiffServ level i buffer 
a~mberlDiffsesv): a function which returns the to t a l  number of DiffServ 
l eve 1 
s i z e ( 0 1 :  a function which returns the number of flows of object o 
Storage(i1 : a function which returns the remaining number of flows that 
can be transmitted through DiffServ level i f o r  the 
p a r t i c u l a r  scene 
priority(o1 : a function which returns the priority flag of  object o 
total(a) : a function which xeturns t h e  total flows of p r i o r i t y  a that 
have not  been assigned to any ~ i f f ~ e r v  Level 
i t 1 //start at ~iffServ level 1 
o t 1 / / s tar t  with first object 
Repeat 
{ 
if size(o) > 0 
E 
/ /  Put a appropriate amount of packets to the  DiffServ 
l e v e l  buffer to ensure the fairness among the objects 
p t m i n  ( size lo) , size (0) / t o t a l  {p r io r i t y  (01 1 * storage ( i ) ) 
buffer (i, o, p) 
storage(i1 4- starageIi) - p 
size (0) t s i z e  (o) - p 
total ( p r i o r i t y  (01 t t o t a l  (priority (01  1 - p 
} 
if o = lastobject 
I 
i++ / /  next level 
o 4- 1 / /  start again f r o m  the first object 
1 
if i = las t level  
1 
/ /  Put  a l l  remaining object to the lowest level 
Repeat 
{ 
if sizeIo) > 0 
buf fer(i, o, size (o) ) 
++0 
} until o = lastobject 
1 
} until i = number(DiffServ) AND best(i) < 0 
The algorithm assigns all objects to the highest levels feasible, with highest 
priority objects assignd first. If all the highest level objects cannot be assigned to level 1, 
the objects are distributed proportionally to level 1 based on their sizes. 
Suppose there is an audio-visual scene that with the following data sizes and user- 
oriented preferences (priority) : 
TABLE 111 
MPEG-4 OBJECTS AND THEIR PARAMETERS EXAMPLE 
The best combination suggested by the binary search algorithm is as follows: 
TABLE IV 
BEST COMBYNATION SUGGESTED 
DiffServ Level Suggested Size 
Level 1 40 K B  
Level 2 20 KB 


























We ran several simulations to test the algorithm we presented before, The 
hardware specifications used for the simulations are listed below: 
TABLE VI 
COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS 
Motherboard AS US^^ A7V (VIA KT1 33A Chipset) 
Random Access Memory corsair ~ i c r o  ' 5 12 MB PC- 142 SDRAM CL2 
SCSI Controller ~ d a ~ t e c ~ ~  AHA-2940U W 
Gainward ' 128 MB DDR GeForce 3 Ti-500 
Operating System Windows 2000 Advanced serverrM 
Table VII below shows the prices, delay and loss for one of our simulations. For 
example, it costs $4 to transmit 1 KB over DiffServ level 1, and the average delay and 
loss in level 1 are 100 ms and 1 % per KE, respectively. Figure 8 shows the flow 
allocation across the 3 DiffServ levels with increasing budget using our binary search 
heuristic algorithm described in Chapter IV. Figure 9 shows the optimum flow allocation, 
which considers all possible combinations. The binary search heuristic does not consider 
all possible allocations. However, as figure I 0 indicates, the scores, which is measure of 
the QoS delivered to the user, are aIrnost identical in both cases. This is significant as our 
ultimate objective i s  to deliver optimum QoS to end-user. This result therefore confirms 
the validity of our approach. Even if the budget allows all flows to be transmitted at level 
1,  some flows are still transmitted at level 2. This is because of our approach to modeling 
delay, which is as in figure 4. Such an approach does not try to concentrate all the flows 
in one level. Although most of the flows are in level 1 ,  a spread of flow delays is 
envisioned as being more beneficial to the user. An alternate model would specify delay 
in terms of the worst-case delay. Such a model is appropriate for data flows, but not for 
audio-visual flows where if only a relatively few flows are delayed, the impact on the 
user is negligible. Yet another approach would be a simple average. 
TABLE VII 
SIMULATION DATA 1 





Price Average Delay Average Loss 
1% perm 
2% per KB 
4% per KB 
$4 per KB 100 ms 
$2 per KB 
$1 per KB 
200 rns 
400 ms 
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Figure 9. Optimum Combination Result 1 - Polynomial Delay Function 
Table VIII shows the flow distribution using the binary search heuristic and the 
optimum flow distribution. We can see the overall score values of binary search heuristic 
are closely identical with the optimum combination. 
TABLE VIIl 
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Figure 10. Scores: Binary Search Combination vs, Optimum Combination 1 
Other resuIts are shown below in figures 1 I and 12 with a different value for 
average loss and average delay. 
TABLE IX 
SIMULATION DATA EI 




Level 1 $4 per KB 100 ms l%perKB 
Level 2 $2 per KB 200 rns 
Price 





$1  per KB 700 rns 7% per KB 
Binary Search Combination 
Total Budget 
+ Level 1 
+ Level 2 
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Figure 12. Optimum Combination Result 2 - Polynomial Delay Function 
An alternative model where both delay and loss are captured as linear functions 
was also simulated (figures 13 and 14). The simulation showed that the binary heuristic 
algorithm and the optimum allocation produced identical results, that is, identical scores 
and identical allocation of flows to the different DiMServ levels. This simulation also 
showed that budget permitting, the entire transmission takes place at the highest DiffServ 
level 1. 
Binary Search Combination 
I0 
Total Budget 
Figure 13. Binary Search Combination Result - Linear Delay Function 
Optimum Combination 
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Figure 14. Optimum Combination Result - Linear Delay Function 
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Figure 15. Scores: Binary Search Combination vs. Optimum Combination 2 
From figures 13 and 14, we can see that both the binary search combination and 
the optimum combination utilize only 2 levels. As figure 15 shows, the score for both the 
binary search combination and optimum combination are exactly identical;. This is the 
mapping obtained for linear delay and loss models. In other words, when loss and delay 
are modeled as linear functions, the result is a 2-level utilization, whereas if delay is 
modeled as polynomial function, the resulting alIocation is a 3-level utilization. 
Figure 16 is generated using the binary search algorithm. It suggests, when both 
delay and loss are modeled as linear functions, the total score (Ls + Ds) for 2-level 
utilization is always smaller than any 3-level utilization for all possible total budgets in 
the graph, which means the 2-level utilization will always maximize QoS. 
Total Budget I 
1 - 2-~wel Utilization + 3-Level Utilization (A) t 3-Level Utilization (B)] 
Figure 16. Scores Comparison for 2-level Utilization and 3-level Utilization 
This phenomenon occurs because of the model used to represent delay and loss. 
As shown by these experiments, functions used to model QoS parameters have an impact 
Qn the total QoS. The impact of QoS parameters on user's perception has not been 
reportal in the literature. It will not be possible to provide a precise mapping mechanism 
to the different Dimen levels such that user's perception is enhanced until the 
perceptual impact of deteriorating QoS on the user has been studied in detail. 
After running many tests, using different values of prices, average loss, average 
delay and number of flows, in most cases, the combination of binary search algorithm 
approach is almost identical or exactly identical to the optimum combination. Therefore, 
we conclude empirically that the mapping algorithm is valid. 
The experiments also measured the time consumed for the mapping algorithm in 
order to process the raw artificial data and produce the combination. 
To compute 100,000 audio-visual scenes continuousIy with an average of 5 
objects each scene (total flows sizes roughly 100 KB each scene) takes 2,493 
rnilli seconds. 
Figure 17. Simulation Screen I 
Using the same parameters as above, we increase the flows sizes by about 10,000 
times, so the total flows sizes now are roughly about 1,000,000 KB for each scene. The 
time consumed to compute 100,000 scenes continuously is 3,925 milliseconds. 
I 
Figure 18, Simulation Scrccn 2 
It is worth noting that the time consumed includes two YO operations (reading the 
artificial data from the hard drive and store the result back to the hard drive). Therefore, 
we can say that the mapping algorithm presented is relatively inexpensive in term of 
computational time. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Audio-visual standards such as MPEG-4 p m i t  user interaction with objects in 
the audio-visual scene and still picture standards such as JPEG-2000 permit specification 
of 'regions of interest'. In this thesis, we have proposed n mapping to assign user- 
prioritized audio-visual objects to Dif'fSen, levels such that QoS i s  maximized within 
given budget constraints. This mapping is a two-phase process. In the first phase the 
relative priorities of QoS parameters are derived and in the second phase, flows are 
assigned to DiffServ levels based on the required QoS. 
The ultimate objective of the mapping is to provide the user with optimum 
quality. The basic idea is to transmit user specified higher priority objects at higher 
DiR3erv levels, thus benefiting the user. This approach is also applicable to JPEG-2000 
images. 
The validity of our approach has been confirmed by experimental results. 
Therefore, the mapping algorithm presented provides a fast heuristic approach, which has 
been shown to be empirically legitimate for user-oriented object-based multimedia 
communication over Dimerv networks. 
Scenes in n video scene may change resulting in different objects for a different 
scene. Even if the objects are identical, their sizes may change (zooming in for example). 
The work reported here does not take into account the changes in the number and types of 
objects caused by scene changes or the changes in data sizes of objects caused by 
different views, zooming, etc. 
Other future work will focus on the following aspects: the extension of the 
proposed approach to meet the constraints caused by network congestion, more analytical 
experiments to understand the impact of QoS from a user's perspective, and extending 
the mapping mechanism to deal with the multiple usas, 
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APPENDIX A 
SOURCE CODE OF MAPPING MECHANISM ALGORITHM IN C LANGUAGE 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C , * t * + * + * * * t C * t + * * f * * + * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * + * * * * * + t * * * * * * + *  
* Program Name: MAPMECH . C  * 
* t 
Author: Karyanta Purne * 
* + 
* Description: simulation of the mapping mechanism descr~bed in t h i s  thes is  
1 * 
* Remark: There are very minimum internal documentation about this program * 
as the documentation IS str~ctly not required for this purpose. 
* The algorithm and flowchart of this program 1s described In detail * 
* i n  Chapter rv of this thesis. * 
However if you have any questicln about this program, you can write * 
+ to karyanta@hotmail.com. I will gladly answer any question you have * 
************+***********************++***********+*****+***+*******++*+*+****** /  
#define MRXSTORAGE 1014 
#define TIMESIZE 2 5 6  
#define W F L  2 
#define ADEL 2 
#define TDEL 1 
#define VfXlS 1 
#define AliOS 3 
#define TMS 3 
void initialize(void); 
void levellProcess(int) : 
void firstStage&vel2IinL); 
void firatstageLevel3{int); 
void secondstage ( i n t ,  int, int, int, ~ n t )  : 
void scoreEvaluation (int) ; 
void $tore(struct object5nfo +i, struct objectInfo **start, struct 0bjectIIIf0 **last); 
void storelevell(struct levelllnfo *la struct levellInfo **levellStart, struct 1evellInfo 
**levelllast); 
void stcre~evel2(struct levelzlnfo *i, struct level2Info **level2Start, struct level21nfo 
**levelZLast) ; 
void store~evel3(struct leveL3Info *i, struct level3Info *+leveljStart, etruct levelSfnfo 
*+level3Last) ; 
void view (void) ; 
void viewDist (void) ; 
void distribution(v0id); 
int totalBudget, i. j, max; 
double rninscore; 
i n t  levellprice, level2Price, level3Pr~ce; 
float levellDelay, level2Delay. level3Delay; 
float levellloas, levellloss, level3loss; 
int 1evellPacket. level2Packet, level3Packet; 
i n t  level~~toreIMAXS~RAGE1, levellStore[~~~sTORAGEI, level3Store[MAXSTORAGE], 
pricestore IMAXSTORAGEI : 
i n t  bestlevell, bestLevel2. kstLevel3 ,  bestprice: 
int totalHiyh, totalMed, totaltow; 
int DELWg, L O W ~ ;  
double VldeoDEL, vldeoLOS, audioDEL, audioLOS, textDEL, textLOS; 
double b e s t D ~ ~ ,  worstDEL, bestLOS, worstL0S. denomDEL, denomLDS, QoPDEL, QoPLOS; 
double delayIMAXs~o~aGEl, loss[MAXSTORAGEl, s c o r e I W S T O ~ G E 1  ;
int videocount, audiocount, textcount, prioritysum; 
i n t  video [MAXSTORAGE] , audio IFIAXSTORAGEl , text  I W S M R A G E I  : 
vPrlority[MAXSTORAGS1, aPriorityIMAXSTORAGE3, t ~ r l a r l t y [ ~ S ~ ~ G E l  ; 
char* getTime I v o ~ d )  ;
FILE *eventpile, *dataFile, *resultFlle; 
struct objectInfo [ 
int type ; 
int no; 
int s l z e ;  
int priority; 
struct objectInfo *next; 
1; 
struct levellInfo { 




struct levellInfo *next; 
1; 
struct level2Info { 
int type ; 
int no; 
i n t  size; 
i n t  priority; 
strucr level2fnfo *next; 
1; 
struct level3Info { 
int type; 
i n t  no; 
i n t  slze; 
int priority; 
struct level3Tnfo *next; 
1 ;  
struct objectkfe *start ; 
stmct objectrnfo +last; 
struct levellfnfo *levellstart; 
struct levellInfo *levellLast; 
struct levelZInfo *levelzstart; 
struct level2lnfo +levelZLast; 
struct level3Info *level3Start; 
struct level3Info *level3Last; 
void initializelvoid) 
{ 
start  = last = NULL; 
levellstart = 1evellLast = NULL; 
leveL2Start = level2Last = NULL; 
level3Start = level3Last = NULL; 
*levellStore = NULL; 
+level2Store = KLLL; 
*level3Store = NULL; 
*pricestare = FULL; 
*video = NULL; 
+audio = NULL; 
+text = m L ;  
*vPrioxity = ~ L F  
*apriority - NULL; 
*tPriority = NULL; 
totalnigh = totalMed = totallow = 0 ;  
videoDEL = videoLOS = audioDEL = audioLOS = t e x t D E L  = textLOS = 0 ;  
bestDEL = worstDEL = bestLOS = worstLOS = denornDEL = denomLOs = QoPDEL = QoPLOS = 
void levell~rocess(int totalpacket) 
I 
i n t  totalPrice = 0;  
max = totalprice; 
priceStore[l] = totalprice; 
1evelIStore [il = totalpacket ; 
lcvel2Store[il = 0 ;  
level3StoreIil = 0; 
void secondStage(int totalpacket, Lnt overBudqet2, int undesBudget2, int 
tempLevellPacket , in t  tempLevel3Packet) 
int totalPrice = 5 ,  overBudget - 0. undersudget; 
int tempLevel2Packet = 0;  
if ( (totalprice > max) &s (totalprice C= totalnudgetl ) 
{ 
i = 0 ;  
max = totalprice; 
pricesrore ll] = totalprice; 
levellStore[il = tempLevellPacket; 
level2Store [i] = tempLevel2Packet; 
level3Store ti] = tempLevel3Packet; 
1 
else ifLtotalPrice == max) 
I 
i = i + l ;  
pricestore [il = totalprice; 
levellstore I i J  = templevellpacket; 
level2Store I i l  = temptevel2Packet ; 
level3StoreIlll = ternplevel3Packet; 
I 
I 
overBudget2 = tempLevel1 Packet ; 
tempLwellPacket = {tempLevellPacket + underBudget2) /2; 
else if ( tota lPr ice  c totalBudget) 
{ 
tempLevel2Packet = tempmvel3~acket/2; 
if((tota1Price > max) && ItotalPr~ce <= totalBudget)) 
I 
i = 0 ;  
max = totalprice; 
priceStore[i] = totalprice; 
levellstore [ij = ternpLevellPacket ; 
level2Store[il = tempLevel2Packet; 
level3~tore[rl = tempLeve13Packet; 
else i f  (totalprice == maxl 
I 
i - i - 1 ;  
pricestore [ i l  = totalprice; 
level Istore [il = templevellpacket; 
level2StoreEil = templevel2Packet; 
level3Store [il = tempLevel3Packet ; 
I 
if( ((tempLevel3~acket - overBudget) <= 11 && 
((tempLevel2eacket - underBudget) c =  1 ) )  
break; 
else i f  (totalprice > totalBudget1 
templevel3 Packet ; 
1 
1 while ' ( t o t a l ~ r i c e  != total~udget) ;
templevel2Packet = 0; 
tempLevel3Packet = totalpacket - tempLevellPacket - 
templevel2 Packet ; 
1 
{ 
int totalPrice = 0, OverBudget = 0, undesBudget = 0; 
fnt tempLevellPacket = a, tempLevel2packel: = 0 ,  tempLevel3Packet = 0; 
int underBudget2 - 0 ,  overRudget2 = 0 ;  
i = 0; 
max = totalprice: 
pricestore [il = totalprice; 
levellStore[i] = tempLevellPacket; 
level2Store [il = templevel2Packet : 
level3Store [i j = tempLevel3Packet ; 
I 
else if (totalprice == max) 
I 
i = i t l ;  
prlcestore Ti] - totalprice; 
levellStoreIil = tempLevellPacket: 
level2Store l il = tempLevel2Packet ; 
level3storeEil = templevel3Packet; 
1 
underBudget) c= 1)) 
break ; 
I 
underhdget = ternpLuvellPacket; 
tempLevellPacket = tempLevellPacket + (abs (overgudget - 
else if (totalprice > totalBudget) 
I 
) while (totalprice !=  totalBudqet): 
void firstStaqelevel3 (int totalPacket)  
i 
int totalPrice = 0. overBudget = 0, underBudyet = 0; 
int tempLevellPacket = 0, temptevel2Packet = 0, temp~evel3Packet = 0: 
int underBudqet2 = 0, overBudget2 = 0 ;  
if(tota1Price == totalBudqec) 
return; 
if((tota1Price max) && (totalPrice c =  totalEudget) 1 
I 
i = 0; 
max = totalprice; 
priceStore l i l  = totalprice; 
levellStore[il = tempLevellPacket: 
level2Store [ i l  = tempLevel2Packe'c ; 
level3Store I il = templevel3 Packet ; 
1 
else if (totalprice == max) 
i = i + l ;  
pricestaxe [I] = totalPrice; 
levellStore[i] = tempLevellPacket; 
level2Storelij = templevel2packet; 
Level3Storelil = tempLevel3Packet; 
1 
under~udgetl <= 1) 1 
break ; 
if 4 tempLevel2Packet >= to ta lpacket )  
tempLevel2packet = totalpacket - 1; 
else if (totalprice 5 totalHudqet) 
I 
I 
) while (totalprice ! =  totalBudget1 ; 
void scoreEvaluationEint totalpacket) 
{ 
double denom, LossWg, delaylrlg, avgDelay; 
double x, loslevell, losLevel2, loslevel3, delLevel1, delLevel2, deltevel3; 
loslevell = levellStore[jl + levelltoss; 
losLevel2 = level2Store I j  1 * levellloss; 
LosLevel3 = level3Store [ j 1 * level3Loss ; 
loss [ j] = IlosLevell/ LOSwgj + (los~evelZ/ LOSWg) + {lastevel3/' MSWg) ; 
delay[jl = I(deltevell/ DELWg) + (delLevelZ/ DELWq) + (delLevel3J 
DELWq) 1 J 3  ; 
void storeLevell(struct leve11Info *i, struct  l e v e l ~ ~ n f o  **levellstart, struct  levellrnfo 
* levell~ast ) 
{ 
struct levellInfo *old. 'p: 
i-rnext = NULL; 
*levellLast = i; 




old = p: 





old- )next = i; 
i->next = p: 
return; 
1 
i->next: = p; 




(*levellLkst)->next = i ;  
i - m e x t  = NULL; 
-1evellLast = i; 
1 
void storetevel2(struct LevelZInfo *i, struct level2Info +*level2Start, struct level2lnfo 
*+ level2Last) 
I 
struct level2Infa *old, 'p; 
I 
i -  >next - NULL; 
rlevel2Last = i; 
*level2Staxt = i; 
return : 
1 
o l d  = NULL; 
while (P) 
I 
if lp->priority .= i->priority) 
old  = p; 





old->next  = i; 
i->next = p; 
return; 
1 
i->next = p; 




(+levelZLast)->next = i r  
i->next = NULL; 
*level2Las2 = 1; 
I 
void storeLevel3(str1.1ct level3Info *i, struct level3Info **level3Start, struct level3Info 
* * l e v e l 3 ~ a s t )  
E 
struct level3InEo *old, *p; 
if ( ! Wlevel3tast 
I 
i- >next = NULL; 
*level3Last = i; 
*level3Start = i; 
return ; 
I 
old = NULL; 
while (pl 
I 
if (p->priority >= i->priority) 
E 
o l d  = p; 






old->next = i; 
i->next = p; 
re turn; 
1 
i->next = p; 
+level3Start = i; 
re turn; 
1 
(*level3Lastl->next = i; 
i->next = NULL; 
*let-el3Last = i; 
void store(struct objectrnfo +it struct objectInfo **start, struct object1nfo **last) 
{ 
struct objectInfo *old, *p; 
{ 
i-rnext = NULL; 
*last = i; 





old = pi 




i f  (old) 
I 
old->next = i; 
i->next = p; 
return; 
I 
i -mexr  = p; 




(*last)->next = i; 
i->next = NULL; 
*last = i; 
I 
void view (void) 
I 
struct objectInfo +info; 
info = start; 
while I i n f  o) 
1 
prlntf  ('"n %dn, info- >type) ; 
p i n t f  "\t%dU , info- >no) ; 
prlntf {"\ t%d3-,  info->size) ; 
printf ( " \ t % d M ,  info->priority) ; 
info = info->next; 
I 
struct levellInfo *tempLevellInfo; 
struct level2Infa *tempLevelZInfo; 
struct level3Tnfo *tempLevel3Tnfo; 
fprintf(eventFilt. "\n\nDiffServ distribution for the particular %d objectIs) 
acene:\nU, videoCount+audioC~unt+textCount) ; 
FprintfIeventFile, 
U==~====~========~=====================---------------------- \n"); 
fprintf(eventPil*, "DiffServ Level 1 ~istr~bution:\n"); 
whlle.(tempLevellInfo) 
F 
if(tempLcvel1Info->type == 1) 
fprintf (eventFile, V * )  ; 
else if(tempLevel1Info->type -= 2 )  
f p r l n t f  IcventFile, " A" 1 ; 
else i f  (ternpLevellInfo->type == 3) 
fpr~ntf(eventFile, " T " ) ;  
if(tempLevell1nfo->priority == 3 )  
fprlntf {eventFile, " (high) =" ) ; 
else if(tempLevel1Info->priority -- 2 )  
fprintf [eventFile, " (medl = " l  ; 
elae ~f(tempLevellInfo-3prlorlty == 1) 
f p r ~ n t f  (eventFile, " (low) = " I  ; 
fprlntf(eventFile, "\n\nDiffServ Level 2 Drstribution:\nW); 
while(tempLevel2Info) 
I 
if (ternpLevel2Info->type == 1) 
fprintf{eventFile, " V " ) ;  
else if(tempLevel2Info->type == 2) 
fprintf CeventFile, " A"); 
else if(temptevel2Info->type == 31 
fprintf(eventFile, '' T"); 
if (tempLevel2Info->priority == 3 )  
fprlntf(eventFile, "(high)="); 
else if (ternpLevel2Info- >priority == 2) 
fprintf (eventFile. " (med) = " I  : 
else if tempLevelZInfo- >priority == 1) 
fprlntf IeventFile, " (low) = " )  ; 
fpxintf(eventFile, "\n\nDiffServ Level 3 Distribution:\n"): 
while(tempLevel3Info) 
I 
if(tempLevel3Info->type -= 1) 
fprintf (eventFile, " V n )  ; 
else if (tempLevel3 Inf o- >type == 2 )  
fprintf (eventFile, " A")  ; 
else if(tempLevel3Info->type == 3 )  
fprlntf (eventFile, " T " )  ; 
fprintf [eventFile, "%dln, tempLevel3Info-mo) ; 
if(tempLevel3Info->priority == 3 )  
fprintf (eventFile, " (high) =") ; 
else if(tempLevel3Infe->priority == 21 
f p r i n t f  (eventFile. " (med) =" ; 
else if (tempLevel3Info->priority == 11 
fprintf(eventPile, " ( l o w ) = " ) :  
void distribution(void) 
i 
i n t  size = 0; 
int levellsize, level2Size, level3Size; 
float temp; 
struct objectInf o *info; 
struct levell~nfa +ternpLevellInfo; 
struct level2Info *tempLevsl2Lnfo; 
struct level3Info *ternpLevel3Info; 
levellsize = bestlevell: 
leveL2Size = bestLevel2; 
level3Size = bestLevel3 ; 
info = start: 
while (levellsize > 0) 
I 
if(info-apriority == 3 )  
size = totalHigh; 
else if (info->priority == 2) 
size = totalMed; 
else if (info->priority == 1) 
size = totalLow: 
if ( i n f o - > s i z e  > 0) 
I 
tempLevellInfo = (struct levellfnfo f)malloc(sizeof(struct 
1evellInfo)); 
temp = info-rsize; 
if((temp/ size * 1evellSize) c temp1 
templevellInfo->size = cellttemp/ size levellsize); 
else 
tempLevellInfo->srze = temp; 
~f(info->priority == 3 )  
totalHigh = totalnigh - tempLevellInfo-rsize; 
else if(1nfo->priority == 2) 
totalMed = totalMed - tempLevellInfa->s*ze; 
else iflinfo->priority -= 1) 
totallow = totalLow - tempLevellInfo->size; 
} 
info = info->next; 
if ( ! info! 
break; 
1 
info = start; 
~hile(lavel2Size , 0 )  
i 
if (info->priority == 3 )  
size = totalnigh; 
else if (info->priority == 2 )  
size = totalMed; 
else if (info->priority == 11 
size = totallaw; 
templevel21nfo = (struct level2Info f)mal10~(size~f~6truct 
level2Info) ) ; 
tempLevel2 Info- >t;ype = info- >type ; 
tempLevel2Info->no = info->no: 
tempLevel2Info->priority = info->priority; 
temp = i n f o - > s i z e ;  
if( (temp/ s i z e  level2Size) c temp) 
templevel2Info-.size = ceil(temp/ s i z e  * level2Slze); 
else 
tempLevel2Info- >size = temp; 
storeLevel2(tempLevelZInfo, &Levellstart, &LevelZLast); 
f f (info- >priority == 3) 
totalHigh = totalHiqh - tempLevel2InfO->s*ze: 
else ~f 1 in£ o- >pr~oricy == 2 1 
totalMed = eotalMed - tempLevel2Inf o- >size ; 
else if  (info- >priority == 1) 
totallow = totalbw - tempLevel2Info-rsize; 
1 
info = info->next; 
i f  4 ! inf 01 
break; 
1 
info = start; 
while(inEo > 0) 
I 




i n t  totalpacket = 0, tempBudget. 1owestPrice; 
in t  datacount = 0; 
double packetcount = 0, objectcount = 0; 
f loat  xx;  
struct objectInfo +info: 
time-t begrnTime; 
t i m e - t  endT~me ;
start = last = NULL; 
printf("\n This program wlll formulate the optimum flows"); 
prlntf("\n distribution for 3-level DiffServ Networks") : 
prlntf("\n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " )  ; 
printf  ("\n\n Reading DATA. TXT . . . " ; 
printf ["in Fomulatlng . . . " ) ;  
if ( (datapile = fopenlUDATA.TXT'\ "rr" l  ) == NULL) 
I 
printfOb\n Can't read file DATA.TXT. Possible cause: File Not Exist.\nU); 
exit (0) ;
I 
if((result~ile = fopen("RESULT.TXTU, " a " ) )  == NULL) 
I 
printfIU\n Can't create file RESTJLT.TXT. Possible cause: Flle Not 
Exlst.\n") ; 
ex i t  (0) ; 
1 
iflIeventFile = fopen("EVEWT.TXT", "w")) == NULL) 
1 
p r l n t f ( " l n  Can't create/ write to file EVENT.TXT. Possible cause: 
Permission Denied. in"  ) ; 
exit (0) ; 
I 
while ( ! f eof ldataFile) ) 
I 
i n i t i a l i z e  ( 1  ; 
fscanf(dataF~le, "%d %d %dW, hvideoCount, &audiocount, LtexeCount); 
f o r l j = O ;  j<videoCount;j++) 
I 
fscanf (dataFile, "%d %dm, &video I j I , &vPrlarity [ j  I 7 
videoDEL - videoDEL + {vpriority I j l  + 2) ; 
v i d e o ~ 0 ~  = videoLOS + IvPrlority[j]. I); 
pr~oritySum = prioritysum + vpriority I j 1 ; 
if (vPrlorlty [j] == 3 )  
totalnigh = totalHiqh t video[j]; 
else if ( v l r ~ o r ~ t y [ j ]  == 2) 
totalMed = totalMed + video[j] ; 
else 
totallow = totalZow + video [ j ]  ; 
info = (struct objectInfo + )malloc (sizeof (struct objectInfo) ) ; 
info->type = 1; 
info->no = ]+I: 
~ n f o -  >size = video [ j I ; 
info->priority = vPriority [ j l  ; 
I 
f scanf EdataFile, "%d %dV , &audio [J 1 , laPriority [ j 1 1 ; 
audiaDEL = audioDEL t (aPriority[jl * 2 ) ;  
audiolOS = audiol0S + (aPsiority[j] 3); 
prioritysum = prloritySurn + apriority [ j ]  ; 
if (aPriorltyIj1 == 3) 
totalHiqh = totalHigh + audiofj l ;  
else if (apriority [ j ]  == 2 )  
rotalMed = totalMed + audiol j] ; 
else 
t o t a l b w  = totallow + audlolj 1 ; 
info  = (stsuct &jectInfo *)malloc(sizeof(struct object~nfo) ) ;  

else if( (totalPacket*leve12Price) <= totalBudget) 
firstStagelevel2~trstalPacket) :
else if( ItotalPacket*level3Price) c =  totalBudget1 
firstStageLeveL3 t t o t a l h c k e t )  ; 
else 
{ 
printf("\n Your budget too low") : 
//fprintf(eventFlle, "\nuour budget too low. Try again with 
different budget") ; 
exit (0) ; 
I 
fprintf(eventFile, "\n\nThe best cornb~natlon candidate(s) wlth score 
evaluation : " 1 ; 
fprintf (eventFile, 
........................................................................................... 
_ _ _ R  --- ) ;  
i f  ( IrninScore > score [ j  I 1 I I (minScore == 0) 
I 
minScore = score 1 j1  ; 
bestLevel1 = levellstore 1 jl ; 
bestlevel2 = level2Store [ j 1 ; 
bestlevel3 = level3Stcre [ j l  ; 
bestprice = pricestore [ j 1 ; 
1 
1 
fprintf (eventF~le, "\n\nThe BEST cornbinatlon suggested:") ; 
fpr int f  (eventFile, 
"\n=--- - - - - - - - - - -==?======================y=r==~=========");  
fprintffeventFile, "\nLevel l\t\tLevel Z\t\tLevel 3\t\tScore"); 
fprlntf{eventFile, "\n------------------------------------------L------ 
- - _ _ _ ~ ~  1 ;  
fprintf(eventFi1e. "\n %d KB\t\t %d XB\t\t %d KB\t\t%lf", besttevell, 
bestlevel2, bestLevel3, minscore); 
fprintf (resultFile, "%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\n", totalBudget, totalpacket, 
bestlevall, bestLevel2, bestLevel3, bestprlce) ; 
endTime = t ime ( h-L) ; 
fclose (resultFile1; 
p r i n t f  ('"n Writlng ESULT.TXT . . . completed.") ; 
£close (event File) ; 
printf("\n writing EVENT.TXT . . .  Completed."); 
printf("\n\n Average total  flows each scene = %.ole KB", packet~ount~datacount); 
pr~ntf("\n Average t o t a l  objects each scene = % . O l f  object(s) ". 
objectcount/datacount~; 
printf("\n Time elapsed f o r  simulating %d scenes = %u milliseconds\no, datacount, 
clock ( ) ; 
APPENDIX B 
CONTENT SAMPLE OF 'DATA-TXT' FILE 
The program will read the data from the DATA.TXT file to be processed. The 
content format is: 
(total video objects} (total audio objects} { to ta l  text object)  
{video object 1 flow s i z e s )  { p r i o r i t y }  
- - .  
{video object n flow sizes) { p r i o r ~ t y }  
{audio object flow sizes) {p r io r i t y}  
{ t e x t  object flow s i z e s )  {p r io r i t y}  
{level 1 price) (level 2 price} {level 3 price} (average level 1 delay) 
{average level 2 delay) {average level 3 delay} {average level 1 
loss} {average level 2 loss) {average level 3 loss) {total flows 
s i z e s )  {budget) 
Sample of two continuous sets of data: 
APPENDIX C 
CONTENT SAMPLE OF 'RESULT.TXT'F1LE 
After the data has been processed, the result file is created. The content format of 
the 'RESULT.TXT' file is: 
{budget), {total flows sizes}, (flows sizes suggested to be transmitted 
through level 11, (flows s i z e s  suggested to be t ransmi t ted  
through level 21, {flows s i z e s  suggested to be transmitted 
through level 31, {total pr i ce ]  
Sample result from data defined in Appendix B: 
APPENDIX D 
CONTENT SAMPLE OF 'EVENT.TXTT1LE 
'EVENT.TXT' file is created to examine the important steps of the program from 
the beginning to result production of the algorithm described in Chapter IV. The content 
and format of the event file are self-explanatory. Below is the sample of event file created 
from processing data defined in Appendix B: 
The binary search algorithm for  t h e  following cr i te r ia :  
Price per kilobytes: Level 1 = $ 4 ,  Level 2 = $2, Level 3 = $1 
Total flows s i z e s :  100 KB, to ta l  budget = $275 
................................................................ 
--_---_------L-----------------------------------_-------------- 
Level I Level 2 Level 3 Price 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
0 KB 100 KB 0 KB $200 
50 KB 50 KB 0 KB $300 
25 KB 75 KB a KB $250 
37 KB 63 ECB 0 KB $2 74 
43 KB 57 KB 0 KB $286 
4 0  KB 60 KB Q KB $280 
39 KB 61 K 3  0 KB $278 
38 KB 62 KB 0 KD $2 76 
69 KB 0 KB 31 KB $307 
53 KE 0 KB 4 7  KB $2 5 9 
53 KB 23 KB 24 KB $282 
53 KB 12 KB 35 KB $271 
53 KB 17 KB 30 KB $2 3 6 
5 3  KB 15 KB 32 KB $274 
53 KB 16 KB 31 KB $275  
61 KB 0 KB 39 KB $283 
57 KB Q KB 43 KB $271 
57 KB 21 Kl3 22 KB $292 
57 KB 11 Ice 32 KB $282 
57 KB 6 KB 37 KB $277 
57 KB 3 KB 4 0  KB $274 
57 KB 4 m 39 KB $2 75 
59 KB 0 KB 41 KB $277 
58 KB 0 KB 4 2  K B  $274  
58 KB 21 KB 21 KB $295  
58 1-33 11 KB 31 KB $285 
58 KB 6 KB 3 6  KB $280 
58 KB 3 KB 39 I s  $277 
The best combination candidate(s) with score evaluation: 
---_---_--____-____------------L-----------~--------------------------- ------_---___-- -L L------~ --------------  
Level 1 Level. 2 Level 3 Delay Loss score 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
53 KB 16 KB 3 1  KB 0.050029 0.251567 0.301695 
57 KB 4 KE 39 K 3  0.089869 0.281667 0.371535 
58 KB I KB 41 KB 0.102788 0.289167 0.391955 
The BEST combination suggested: 
--------+---------_-------------------------------------- - -_- - ____ --------------------- 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 score 
- - - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - -  
53 KB 16 KB 31 KB 0.301695 
~iffserv distribution for the particular 5 objectls) scene: 
............................................................ -7-__-_-----------L---------------------2--L-L-L------------ 
D i f f S e w  Level 1 Distribution: 
V3(high)=20 KB TL(high)= 30 KB V l ( r n e d ) = 3 K B  
DiffServ Level 2 Distribution: 
Vl (med) = 26 KB 
Diffserv Level 3 Distribution: 
Vl(med)= 1 K B  V 2 { 1 0 ~ ) = 1 5 K 3  Al(low)= 15 KB 
The binary search algorithm for t h e  following cri ter ia:  
Price per kilobytes: Level 1 = $ 4 ,  Level 2 = $ 2 ,  Level 3 = $1 
Total flows s izes :  100 KB, total budget = $250 
................................................................ ................................................................ 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 P r i c e  
The best combination candidate(s) w i t h  score evaluation: 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Delay Loss Scare 
The BEST combination suggested: 
----L----L---L-L----------L--d--------L--L---------+---Ld ......................................................... 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 score 
DiffServ distribution for  the particular 5 objectls) scene: 
--LL----L--------------------------------------------------- ............................................................ 
DiffServ Level 1 Distribution: 
Vl(high)=15 KE A l ( h i g h ) = 2 Q K B  V 2 ( m e d ) = 2 K B  
DiffServ Level 2 Distribution: 
VZ(med)= 18 KB V3(low)= 14 KB Tl(low)= 4 K B  
DiEfServ Level 3 ~istribution: 
V3 ( L o w )  = 16 KB TI (low)= 11 KB 
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M P E G 4  permits spec>ficalion and conrposi~~on oimedta objccts In an aud~*vrsua! scme and 
fr~ll  p~clure standards such as JPEG-20M pwm~ls spccthcarlon of  rcglonq of lnlcresl. We 
pmpose a Wc-seagc mapping rncchanlqm to assip uscr-onentcd pnonllzd edud~~v~sual. 
objccts *1 DiFfSctv Iwc2c such that 'Qualiry of  Service' (QoS)  i s  max~rnized w~thln given 
budget ronstra~nts. Expenmenml mulls coniirm ihc val~d~ty of this appmch 
1 Introduction 
Internet multimedia applications have very diverse requirements and the current 
best-effort model is inadequate for multimedia. Network services to suppon QoS 
are necessary to overcome the current best-effort infrastructure limited capabitities. 
The idea is  to let the network provide a different level of assurance in terms of 
network QoS panmeterr within its resource capaciky. 
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed two models, which 
are Integrated Services (IntServ) [ I l l  with the Resource Reservation Protocol 
(RSVP) [3] and the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2]. The Integrated Services 
(IntServ) focuses on individual packet [ I  11. Each packet can request a specific level 
of service fmm the router; the router will grant or reject (he requests based on 
avaitability and capacity o f  resources. IntSerw has major problems in terms o f  
scalability and manageability [10]. In the Dimem model. resources are alIocated 
differently for various aggregated traffic flows' based on a set of bits. The basic 
idca is to support a set o f  tmfic class, e.g.: a premium service (PS). which support 
low bss and delay/ jitter and an assured service (AS), which provides better than 
kst-effort but without guarantee [g]. The DiffSen, model provides a simpler 
approach, which handles well the scalability and manageabiliQ probIems far !he 
core routers. 
In this paper, the concept of 'media objects' as specified in MPEG-4 or JPEG- 
2000 'regions of  inrerest' (ROI) is used to optimize the users' experiences of 
multimedia transmitted over DifEerv networks. ROI coding [7] enables a non- 
uniform distribution of the image quality between a selected region (the ROI) and 
' A now is smarn of packets with common source address, deslination address and pon nurnkr. 
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the rest of the image (background). An R01 is  a region of the image that is expected 
to have a better quality than the rest at any decoding bit-rate. 
An MPEG-4 audio-visual scene is composed of several media objects, 
organized in a hierarchical fashion. At the leaves of the hierarchy, we find primitive 
objects, such as still images, video objects and audio objects. M P E G 4  also provides 
content-based access to individual objects in a scene. We assume that the MPEG-4 
objects can be prioritized by the user as defined by the MPEG-4 standards [6]. 
However, although the MPEG-4 standards specify interaction with the objects, the 
MPEG4 products currently available do no! pcnnit user prioritization of objects. 
We therefore envisage this research as applying to a future MPEG-4 player. 
2 Objectives ofthe Study 
DiffServ is not envisioned as a free service. The user has to budget far the video 
transmission and in this research the budget is  specified per size of data to be 
Iransmitted. The budget is a varying function of time. Each DiffServ level provides 
a difkrent QoS and each Eevel will therefore carry a different cost. In our 3-level 
DifEerv model, level L which is the most expensive provides the best QoS. Level 3 
provides the minimum QoS and is therefore the cheapest. Constrains to be 
considered when assigning each flow to the appropriate level of DiffServ network 
include available budget, price of each Dimen, level, flow delay and loss provided 
by each DifEerv level. 
It is unrealistic to ask the average non-technical user to specify the importance 
of  flows and expect hind her to supply the optimum number of flows to be 
transmitted in each DifEerv level within the available budget. However, the user 
can be expected to provide some fom of an indicator of the relative importance of 
the different objects presented in a multimedia scene. For example, in a news scene. 
from a user's perspective the audio object and the newscaster object will have high 
priority whereas the background object will have a lower priority. Ideally. all the 
objects will be transmitted at the highest QoS. However, this is no! feasible at all 
times unless the user has a large budget. Hence, given the user-defined priority o f  
objects in a scene, the average flow delay and loss for each level of DitTServ and the 
price of each IeveI of  DifEeru, a mechanism is needed to optimally and efficiently 
map and distribute all the incoming flows to different levels in the DiffSen, network 
with respect to tola1 available budget constraints while achieving maximum QoS. 
The delay and loss model affects the mapping to DiFfServ levels. Jn an ideal 
world, delay and loss should be modeled by the impact on the user. However, the 
iiterature does not report on the influence OF delay and loss from a user's 
perspective. In this work. we use a polynomial and a linear model for delay; and a 
linear model for loss. 
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3 Mapping Architecture 
TO assign user's prioritized objects to appropriate DiffServ levels involves two 
mapping phaxs. The first mapping phase assigns weights to QoS parameters based 
on users' preferences. In this phase, flows associated with an object are labeled with 
a relative weighting for each QoS parameter. The weighting is an indication of the 
importance o f  the indicated QoS parameter. For example. delay i s  more critical for a 
local NeM& -w- 
Figure 1. Overall QoS Mapping Genml Framnvork in DiffServ Network 
Figurt 2. Mapping Mechanism lllumtim 
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Row with a relative delay weighting of 10 than for one with a relative detay 
weighting of 5 .  In Figure 1 .  the user specifies hid her objects preferences (or 
relative importance of objects) at the client machine. These preferences are mapped 
to weighted QoS parameters (delay and loss). At the server, the second mapping 
phase assigns labeled flows based on their QoS weightings to the appropriate 
Dimerv level given budgetary constraints (figure 2). 
3.1 Mapping Model 
Shin, et. al. [lo] have proposed the QoS mapping framework for packet video in 
DiffServ network. They propose an adaptive fowarding mechanism based on the 
Weighted Fair Queuing Algorithm. Very little work has been reported on the impact 
of varying QoS on user's perception of multimedia. Apteker, et. al. [ I ]  showed that 
the relationship between frame loss and user satisfaction with multimedia i s  not a 
linear retationship. Ghinea and Thomas extended this work by examining [he effect 
of varying QoS on user's perception o f  multimedia [4]. Moreovcr, Ghinea and 
Thomas have proposed a mechanism for approximating a users' perception of  
multimedia 251. They called the term 'Quality of Perccption' (QoP) and have 
proposed a mapping from user QoP to network QoS. In their approach, the authors 
define the user's experience of a multimedia as dependent on the primacy of video, 
audio and text as the carriers o f  information. Table 1 shows the relativc imponance 
of QoS parameters for each media [12]. For example, the table shows that bit error 
rate is  of low importance to video whereas delay is of medium importance, 
indicating that bit error rate are more tolenble than delay in video transmission. 
Tmbte 1. Conversion matrix linking QoP to QoS 
In this work, we consider using only delay (DEL) and loss (LOSS) priority 
index of QoS. The mathematical representation of QoP to QoS mapping is defined 
as follows [S]: 
1 
r = - [(Vm. n e + Am. WL + Tar  rrrr ) * DEL+ (Vm ms + Am r m  t Tar IW) LOSS] 
@P - ~ + A + T  
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where QaP, is Quality of Perception of Information Transfer; A and T are 
relative importance of the video, audio and textual components as conveyors of 
information; DEL and LOSS are actual run-time values of the considered network 
parameters; a v , ~ ~ ~  ... avULoSS are relative priority values o f  QoP to QoS mapping and 
they correspond to the elements of table 1 (far instance. C Z V ~ E + L  = medium while 
a c ~ ~  = high). 
However, since we deal with the mul!iple objecrs in a M B E G 4  scene. each 
individual object contributes to the overall QoP o f  the video scene. Therefore for a 
scene composed of multipte video objects: 
Consider the following example: there are 5 objccts V,, VI, V1, A, and T in a 
MPEG-4 scene (3 video objects, I audio object and I text object). User prioritizes 
the objects of this particular MPEG-4 scene as follows: 
Table 2. MPEG-4 Objcclg Priority Example 
The weightings associated with object indicate rhe relative loss prioricy index 
(RLI) and the relative delay priority index (RD.1) of each object from a uscr's 
perspective. For example, the delay weighting of object V, (6HO) is greater than for 
object V2 (411 0). 
Given user's preference for individual objects in a scene, the relative loss 
priority and delay priority values can thus be derived from the formuEa above. The 
nexi step i s  m find an efficient way to map each flow to different DifEerv Icvels. 
The abjective of mapping each flow to a DiffServ level while satisfiing the 
budgetary constraints is to maximize QoS. Maximum quality is obtained when foss 
anctdelai are minimized. This can be represented as: 
where RLI, and RDI, denote relative loss and delay priorities for packet q; lwd and 
d$,,, denote loss and delay at the DiffServ level i for packet q. 
Values of I,,, and d , ,  are dependent upon the network. The price constraint: 
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where denotes the price of DiffServ level i for flow size g; P denotes the total 
price or budget of the user. 
I t  is expected that the prices of the Dif€Serv level will not remain constant for 
the duration of the transmission. For instance, the prices of all level of Dimen,  will 
be higher at peak times than off-peak times, 
The audio-visual scene over Dimen,  environment is therefore highly dynamic, 
due to the huge number of  flows being transmitted and the varying price over time. 
Moreover, as scenes change rapidly, the mapping cannot be considered as a one-off 
computation; instead the mapping is continuous process for the duration of 
transmission. Therefore rather than finding an optimum, but computazionally 
expensive solution to this non-linear optimization problem. this work focuses on 
finding a fast heuristic approach that provides a solution that is close to thc 
optimum. 
3.2 Representing Loss an$ Delu,v 
QoS parameters should be modeled fmm a user's perspective. The representation of 
QoS parameters as lineat. linear-exponential, and other functions is reported in [S]. 
We wdek loss as a linear function. Loss is a summation function on the loss 
incurred at the different DjffSen, levels (figure 3). The assumption here is that the 
impact of loss on the user is proportional, The score is a measure of  the total loss, 
So, we define the loss model as follows: 
where Ls is  the score function for loss model; i i s  DifEerv level i;  N is the 
maximum level in DiffServ, including all sublevels; F; are flows sizes that will be 
transmitted through DiffServ level i m kilobytes; li is the average loss in Dimerv 
level i; RLl is  the relative loss priority index. 
The RLI is the weighting system for this loss model. It i s  calculated bawd on 
the table I and the relative ~mportance of the objects given by the end-user. The 
smaller the RLI value, the less imponant the Ioss, and vice versa. 
Delay is modeled as a polynomial function. The impact of a small n u m k r  o f  
delayed flows on the user is ncgligible as the human eye will not perceive the delay. 
However, the effect of a large number of flow delays will be discernible to the user 
resulting in an unsatisfactory multimedia experience to the user. We model the 
delay function as follows: 
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where DS i s  the score function for delay model; i is DifBerv level i; N is  maximum 
level of DifEerv, including all sublevels: M is the number of main level of 
Dit3Ser-v; F; are total flows sizes that witf be transmitted thmugh D i s e r v  level I in 
kilobytes; d, is the average delay in Dimerv level i: d, is the average delay in 
DiftServ level 1; R D I  is the relative delay priority index. 
F$are 3. Representation of Loss Fi~ure 4. Rcprescnra~ion of Delay 
Using the number of levels in DiffServ as the exponent gives the same growth 
rale at each level o f  DiffServ with different base number. Thus, this will give the 
''range*' effect to the graph for different level o f  DifT!5erv (see figure 4). It i s  wonh 
noting that there is a minor scalabilit~c problem with this model, That is, the model 
cannot accommdate large number of PiffServ levels. One way to approach the 
scalability issue is to say that there are 3 main levels of Dimem with 5 sublevels of 
each main level of  DiffServ. 
To avoid a cornbinatorial explosion, since we do nM have the maximum 
number of flows sizes, we need to scale down the sizes of the flows pmponionally. 
Practically. we can dtvide the flows sizes in the particutar level with the maximum 
sizes that can be transmitted through that level. 
Because each leve! has different configuration of average delay value, we need 
include this effect in to our delay score function. The average delay value would 
affect the overall flows sizes transmitted through the particular level. 
Since we are interested on the overall delay score information for the whole 
DiffServ level, we average the total o f  delay score ofeach level. 
The detay score is weighted based on the end-user's experience, using the RDI 
value. The smaller the RDI value, the tess important the delay. The RDI value is 
calculated based on the table 1 and the reSative importance of the objects given by 
the end-user. 
The delay at each Dimem level is represented as such (figure 4). The average 
or expected value m d e l s  the overall effect of delay. Research is requid  to tdentify 
the relationship between QoS parameters such as lossldelay and user perception, 
Only then can communications system and protocols be designed from a user's 
perspective. 
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The maximum QoS is therefore a sum of the loss and delay scores (see 
equation 2). In other words, the maximizing QoS will be obtained by rninimizlng 
the sum of the delay and the loss scores. For the particular totaI budget, we want to 
get the combination that has the lowest score. 
max QoS = rnin( ls  + Ds) 
subject to: 
where P is  total budget of the user; F is total flows sizes to be transmitted in 
kilobytes; F# are flows sizes the! will be transmitted through DifCServ level i in 
kilobytes: PI are the prices of the DiffServ level i: N i s  the maximum level in 
DiffServ; P, F, Fb PI and Ilr are element of integer 
4 Binary Search Algorithm 
Mapping a flow to one or more DifBerv level consists of two steps: 
irrespective of  the number of flows. consider all flows as belonging to the same 
flow and determine the DiffServ distribution that will yidd the minimum score 
and satisfy the budget. 
r Given the number of flows that can be accommodated in each DifBerv level, 
the next step is to map the distribute flows among the DiffServ levels based on 
the relative priority index. This second aspect of the mapping is  b o n d  the 
scope of this paper. 
We use binary search to reduce the search space for finding the optimum 
combination that will yield the minimum score (maximum QoS) and satis@ the 
budget (first step above). The algorithm does not distinguish between flows. The 
algorithm is briefly outlined below and consists of rwo stages. 
Stage l 
The algorithm begins by assigning all flows to the highest Dimem level that the 
budget permits. IT this assignment results in an under-budget assignment, half of the 
flows are assigned to the next higher DiffServ level. If this combination is over- 
budget, half of the flows in the htgher DiffSen, level are put back into the lower 
level. IF the new distribution is still under-budget, half of the remaining flows in the 
lower level are assigned to the higher level. This procedure is  repeated until a two- 
level Dif'fSen combination that utilizes, the maximum allowable budget is found. 
Stage II 
In the second stage of the algorithm, the flows are distributed across three levels. 
Half of the flows in the middle level are transferred to the next higher DifEcn, level 
and the other half to the next lower DifBerv level. If the result of this assignment is 
over-budget, then half of the flows in the highest Ievel are assigned into the lowest 
level. This process is repeated until the mechanism tinds an under-budget 
combination. Next, the number of flows in the highest DlffServ level is not 
modified. instead the algorithm now adjusts flows sizes in the middle DiffSm level 
and zhe Lower DiffSew level. Binary search is once again employed to modify the 
flows sizes in the middle Dimcrv level and the lower DiffServ level. When this 
three-level utilization reaches the maximum budget allowed, the process stops. 
The algorithm proceeds to consider the most recent under-budget or over- 
budget combination. If the current combination is under-budget, the flows sizes in 
the highest level of the current combination are increased by the flow size of haEf of 
the flows of the most recent highest level under-budget combination. Altemativdy. 
if the current combination is over-budget, decrease the flows sizes in the highes! 
level by half of the flows at the most recent highest level over-budget combination. 
The process i s  repeated untIl the maximum utilization of the budget. 
The underlying objective of this algorithm is to transmit as much of the f low 
through the higher DifEerv levels. The l o f i r  combination is  the one that gives the 
minimum score and this is defined to be the Dimerv distributian for the given 
budget. The complexity of this binay search algorithm i s  Oflg rt), where n is the 
total flows sizes. Since the running time to evaluate the besl combinat~on is mainly 
based on this algorithm. then complexily to produce the best combination is O(Ig n). 
Although the optimum combination may not be found, this algorithm results in fast 
computation time which is essential for assigning DiffServ levels as multimedia 
presentations contain large numbers of flows. 
5 Experiments 
Table 3 below shows the prices, delay and loss for one o f  our simulations. Figurcs 5 
and 6 show how flows are distributed across different DiffSew levels with 
increasing budget using heuristic and optimum allocation respectively. As thc 
binary heuristic algorithm does not consider all possible combinations, the sizes of 
the flows vary more than the optimum combination. However, as figure 7 indicates, 
the scores, which is measure of the QoS delivered to the users, are very similar in 
both cases. confining the validity of the approach. Even if the budget allows all 
flows to be transmitted at level I ,  some flows are still uansrnitted at level 2. This is 
because of our approach to modeling delay, which is  as in figure 4. Such as 
approach does not try to concentrate all the flows in one Ievel. Although most of the 
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flows are in level 1 ,  a spread of flow delays i s  envisioned as being more beneficial 
to the user. 
Table 3. Simulation Data 
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An alternative model where both delay and loss are captured as linear functions 
was also simulated (figures 8 and 9). The simulation showed that the binary 
heuristic algorithm and the optimum allocation produced identical results, that is. 
identical scores and identica! atlocation of flows to the different DiFfServ levels. 
This simulation also showed that budget permitting the entire transmission takes 
place at the highest Dimerv level 1 .  
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Figure 8. Binary Starch Result Figure 9. Optimum Cmbina~icn 
From figures 8 and 9, we can see that the both binary search combination and 
the optimum combination utilizes only 2 levels. This i s  the mapping of  the Iinear 
delay and loss models, As figure 10 suggests the total score (Ls + Ds) For 2-level 
utilization is always smaller than any 3-level utilization for all poss~blc total budget 
in the graph. which means the 2-level utilization will always maximize QoS. 
Total Budget ($) 
-2.- Vllllmlon -3-Led Ut l lbd~ln (A) - 3- led Utllindlon (B) 
- - 
Figure 10. Scorcs Comparison for 2-level Utilization and 3-lewl lltilizat~on 
This phenomenon occurs because of  the model used to represent delay and loss. 
The impact o f  delay and loss on user perception has no1 been reported In the 
literature. It will not be possible to provide a precise mapping mechanism to the 
d i f f e ~ n t  DifBetv levels such that user perception is enhanced until the perceptual 
impact of deteriorating QoS on the user has been studied in detail. 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have proposed a mapping to assign user prioritized audio-visual 
objects to DiffSen, levels such that QoS is maximized within given budget 
constraints. The ultimate objective of the mapping is to provide the user with 
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optimum quality. The basic idea i s  to transmit higher prioriv objects at higher 
DiffServ levels, thus benefiting the uwr. This paper shows that the modcls to 
capture delay and loss will impact on DiffSem dis~ribution. However scenes in a 
video may change resulting in different objects for a different scene. Even if the 
objects are identical, their sizes may change (zooming in for example). The work 
reported here does not take into account the changes in [he number and types of 
objects caused by scene changes or the changes in data sizes o f  objects caused by 
different views, zooming, etc. The approach proposed in this paper can be extended 
to meet the constraints caused by network congestion. Future work will foclls on 
these aspects. 
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